This article argues that David Mitchell's 2004 novel Cloud Atlas equivocates between an optimistic articulation of a global public sphere and a more pessimistic inability to offer its readers a vision in which this public sphere can be realised. I attribute this equivocation to two competing imaginaries within the novel. The first-a cosmopolitan imaginary-wishes to dispense with teleological accounts of human beings, the societies they create and the world in which these societies are located. The second-an emancipatory imaginary-evidences deep concerns regarding the carceral conditions that increasingly dominate the world at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Mitchell's text appears to evidence an awareness that the promises of freedom around which neoliberal governance has been instituted look increasingly hollow, and thus that the concept of freedom is ripe for reengagement. However, the fact that freedom represents a telos at odds with the novel's cosmopolitan ethics produces a pessimistic philosophy of history that forecloses any hope for the realisation of human freedom. The cosmopolitan imaginary of Cloud Atlas thus acts as a brake on its emancipatory imaginary and lends the novel a characteristically cyclical structure in which acts of ethical commitment are stripped of ramification. Finally, the article argues that the impasse between the novel's competing imaginaries is indicative of a larger challenge confronting cosmopolitan discourse today and suggests that a move beyond the ethical humanism at the heart of this discourse is necessary if an understanding of freedom-asaction is to have any place within it.
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In a 2012 article, Berthold Schoene draws a distinction between two broad trends within the contemporary British novel. The first of these he terms ' cosmo-kitsch' and dismisses as 'paying lip service to the world's potential as a global village in continual convivial flux ' (2012: 105) . He is more enthusiastic about the second, however, which he considers to be characterised by a genuine ' cosmopoetics' that is capable of 'ris [ing] to the challenge of imagining humanity in its planetary entirety ' (2012: The assertion that Cloud Atlas refuses to attribute to humanity a determinate purpose-a telos-is surely true. In the novel's closing pages, the notary Adam Ewing disagrees with those who ' discern motions in history & formulate these motions into rules that govern the rises & falls of civilizations' and argues instead that 'history admits no rules; only outcomes' (Mitchell, 2004: 528) . In adopting this position, Ewing permits himself just one, fundamental principle-opposition to human predation in all its forms-which provides an ethical grounding for the abhorrence the novel demonstrates over nearly six hundred pages towards the instrumentalisation of human life. In keeping with its non-teleological ethics, Mitchell's novel suggests that, wherever such instrumentalisation is found, it is bound to produce unfreedom.
The most dystopian manifestation of this logic is the fate embodied by Sonmi~451, one of an army of fabricant slaves living in a dystopian future Korea who, without realising it, are ' doomed from their wombtanks' (Mitchell, 2004: 359) to provide slave labour for a fast food chain named Papa Song's. Though promised a comfortable retirement after a brutal and humiliating period of indenture, at the end of their useful lives the fabricants are in fact slaughtered, butchered and turned into protein for their fellow fabricants and the restaurant's customers. Elsewhere in the novel, unfreedom is represented in the mid-nineteenth century by imperialism and the international slave trade; in the interwar years of the twentieth century by the manipulation and effective imprisonment of a young composer; during the 1970s by the battle fought by a journalist to expose the dangerous industrial practices of a multinational energy corporation; in the early years of the twenty-first century by the incarceration of an embittered publisher in a care home; and finally-though in some ways most subtly-by the sense of moral inertia experienced by a peaceful but cowardly member of a tribe that is being predated upon by a more bloodthirsty tribe in post-apocalyptic Hawaii. The paralysis of will experienced by Zachry, this final character, living many centuries after Ewing, is positioned as a consequence of the predatory and unfree society in which the earlier character lives. And the culminating moment of the novel-Ewing's commitment to the abolition of the slave trade-raises the possibility of a break with this future genealogy. The novel thus seems to suggest that, without free acts of moral reflection and ethical commitment of the sort performed by Ewing, humanity is forevermore condemned to live in both outward and inward states of unfreedom.
From the perspective that focalises the novel's conclusion-a liberal cosmopolitanism which, as Kristian Shaw (2017: 65) writes, 'rejects a teleological approach' to the world and humanity's place within it-there would appear to be little to object to in this position. After all, how could the decision of a man to commit himself to abolitionism despite full knowledge of the obstacles that stand in his way be a bad thing? How could a commitment to human freedom of this kind be problematic? Yet from the reader's perspective, Ewing's commitment appears platitudinous because his acknowledgement of the difficulties he will face-staged inwardly in an imagined dialogue with his father-in-law-is complicated by an expectation of historical awareness that is both foregrounded and wrongfooted by the novel's structure. On the one hand, we are encouraged to recognise that the abolitionist movement was successful: slavery was abolished; today we are free. Cloud Atlas thus smuggles in the most reassuring kind of telos in its closing moments: a telos already achieved. On the other hand, the neatness of this resolution alerts us to the fact that Mitchell has already comprehensively undermined Ewing's 'Whiggish sentiments' (Mitchell, 2004: 529, italics in original) since, within the very history that his epiphany precedes, unfreedom persists everywhere. Ewing's commitment to abolitionism might therefore furnish us with an emotionally satisfying conclusion, but the striking temporality of the novel-wherein the events that happen after his opening section are nested within and bookended by the account of his moral awakening in what the novel itself describes as ' an infinite matrioshka doll of painted moments' (163)-seems designed to remind us that there is no guarantee that a moment of ethical commitment will result in meaningful change.
1 Even if Ewing's awakening is taken in itself to be good, in that it represents a form of 'performative ethical agency' (Shaw, 2017: 45) , the novel's structure still casts a pessimistic shadow over its closing pages that appears to empty this agency of any meaning. While
Mitchell deploys techniques that permit the reader some room for an alternative interpretation of its form, the historical sequencing of its constituent narratives raises questions over whether Ewing's commitment leads or is capable of leading to the realisation of the freedom he so desires. 2 And, more to the point, Cloud Atlas 1 A gloomier interpretation might argue that Ewing's commitment is no different from every other event in every other historical period represented in Cloud Atlas; indeed, critics have described the novel as ' oscillat [ing] between discrete succession and cyclic repetition' (Harris, 2015: 3) in a way that 'simply calcif[ies] the brutality humanity has shown itself capable of, rather than opening up the way for positive change' (Hicks, 2010: n. pag.) . 2 One way in which critics of Cloud Atlas have sought to escape the temporal trap that the novel sets for its readers is to marginalise the sequential relationship between its nested narratives and to emphasise instead that '[t]he movement in this novel is not, as it first appears, a teleological movement forward in time toward apocalypse, but rather the gradual consumption over time of different media of expression' (Hopf, 2011: 119) . This reading allows the sting to be taken out of Cloud Atlas's troubling philosophy of history since the novel can safely be identified as a postmodern comment upon the palimpsestic nature of storytelling and its narrative nesting understood as the occasion for comments upon the 'transformative power of metalepsis ' (117) . In this analysis, the novel's repeated transgression of diegetic boundaries functions to replace a cyclical with a recursive structure that insists upon the singularity of the ethical demand articulated within each of its narratives and, though this iterative form, ultimately places a burden of ethical responsibility upon the shoulders of the reader. Yet, whether one opts for an optimistic reading that emphasises the novel's metaleptic cannot have it any other way, since freedom represents a telos at odds with its own non-teleological ethics. The novel thus betrays a profound ambivalence regarding the relationship between its cosmopolitan and emancipatory imaginaries. Examined from one direction, it suggests that freedom can be imagined but never with the hope that it will be realised, since the expectation attending such an emancipatory aspiration necessarily traduces the novel's cosmopoetics. Looked at from the other direction, it emphasises the need to engage in a cosmopolitan ethical practice which, in the absence of the determinative role of the telos, is bound to be limited in its implications for human freedom.
Unlike Schoene, then, I think that Cloud Atlas's cosmopoetics represent less a route through the carceral conditions that so perturb Mitchell than a troubling redescription of them. Rather than offering the reader an opportunity to navigate the challenging conditions of planetary existence, the novel's chiastic structure points instead to an impasse.
3 But while this impasse is stubborn, I want to argue that it is also suggestive-even helpful. As Garrett Brown (2009: 32) points out, since its modern inception in the European Enlightenment, cosmopolitan thought has been organised around 'the attainment of universal justice,' something that 'requires the broader cultivation of a cosmopolitan civil society'. During the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, the universalism of this vision has been subject gestures or a pessimistic reading that emphasises the grim determinism of its cyclical temporality, it remains the case that the moment of ethical commitment that arrives in the novel's concluding paragraphs entails no meaningful ramifications within the world of the novel itself. However one accounts for the relationship between its constituent narratives, Cloud Atlas's formal experiment excises from this moment any possibility of the historical realisation of its concluding aspiration:
namely, human freedom. 3 It is perhaps for this intractable reason that some of the more optimistic interpretations of the novel have characterised it as utopian. For instance, Fredric Jameson (2011: 308-09) argues that Cloud Atlas's dialectical representation of civilisation and barbarism 'shatter[s] their twin dominion [so] that we might conceivably be able to think politically and productively, to envisage a condition of genuine revolutionary difference, to begin once again to think Utopia'. A little less grandiosely, Caroline Edwards (2011: 194) identifies the novel's message in the belief that ' a utopian imaginary is essential if we are to transcend the eternally recurring cycle of causality that gives rise to the supremacy of exploitation', but asserts that this imaginary is noticeable principally 'within … "minor" utopian futurities that … remain … at a strikingly minimalist scale'.
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Cloud Atlas alternately stumbles and scrambles towards a cosmopolitan politics of the public without ever quite managing to reach it. The novel does this through a sustained engagement with a concept-freedom-that is treated with some wariness by cosmopolitan discourse of the twenty-first century, and is barely commented upon within the critical literature both on the novel itself and on the cosmopolitan novel as a generic apparatus. represented as inadequate to the challenge of reproducing itself. I argue that the fact Cloud Atlas demonstrates awareness of the social conditions that cause it such consternation without being fully able to offer the reader an account of a free act, a free society or more abstractly a formulation of freedom that is not captured by its pessimistic structure illustrates how its cosmopolitan ethics ultimately limit its ability to offer a solution to the problem of unfreedom that so evidently concerns it. Though the novel's cosmopolitan imaginary is able to critique the relationship between unfreedom and neoliberalism, I suggest, it struggles to imagine what freedom might look like after neoliberalism. This phrase-the title of the current special collectionthus provides the title for my third and final section, which returns to the closing moments of the novel and argues that, to the extent that Cloud Atlas reflects a cosmopolitan ethics, it also offers us a useful guide as to how cosmopolitan discourse requires modification if the concept of freedom is to have any place within it. account of 'world' handed down to us by Enlightenment thinkers such as Immanuel Kant. But she argues that the process of reorientating political discourse towards action involves a revision of the concept of freedom. This revised understanding of freedom is 'not an attribute of the will'-or something that a subject or group of subjects can be said to have or not have-but is instead ' an accessory of doing and acting' (Arendt, 1961: 165) . As Pheng Cheah (2016: 10) writes, for Arendt, freedom is the means by which 'we have the power to begin something new and to fabricate the world through our actions'. This worldly, Arendtian account of freedom is thus more preoccupied with maintaining the conditions for collective action than it is with stipulating a particular outcome-a telos-for the community in question. It therefore offers us an understanding of 'world' in which freedom is not peripheral but central, yet one in which 'freedom' carries little teleological charge. And it is just such an understanding of the relationship between 'world' and 'freedom' that, I
suggest, is capable of navigating the dilemma dramatised by Mitchell's novel. Cheah argues that literature can be ' a world-making activity ' (2016: 2) , and the existing criticism on Cloud Atlas tends to treat the novel in this way. However, insofar as Mitchell's cosmopoetics struggle to imagine an action-orientated understanding of 'world', they expose a condition that is more accurately described as cosmopolitan worldlessness. This is a condition we must move beyond if we are to imagine what freedom after neoliberalism might look like.
Unfreedom under Neoliberalism
A very considerable body of criticism has developed around Mitchell since his debut, Ghostwritten, was published in 1999. Indeed, Cloud Atlas has a strong claim to be the most scrutinised novel published by a British writer in the twenty-first century, with the possible exception of Zadie Smith's White Teeth (2000) . Given this rich and substantial body of critical work, it is surprising that Mitchell's preoccupation with the concept of freedom has been the subject of only limited critical discussion, and this oversight is particularly noticeable in the literature that focuses on Mitchell's articulation of a cosmopolitan ethics organised around what Schoene describes as 'globalised being-in-common ' (2012: 109) . 6 In one sense this should not be a surprise. The risk in addressing Cloud Atlas's concern with the relationship between freedom and unfreedom in the context of a discussion of cosmopolitanism would necessarily seem to summon the spectre of Kant, whose teleological understanding
of cosmopolitanism is what such interpretations seek to eschew. 7 But to refuse to address the concept at all is to fail to recognise that, at the very least, a preoccupation with the absence of human freedom bears heavily on a novel that, as Fredric Jameson points out, takes the form of ' a history of imprisonments ' (2013: 311) . In other words, even if it were claimed that Mitchell is not especially interested in freedom, it would still be difficult to claim that he is uninterested in unfreedom.
Though it is a critical commonplace to suggest that the novel's animating metaphor is predation, the absence of freedom is relentlessly identified as something that allows predation to go unchallenged. and identified as one of the preeminent reasons for his being ranked among the most interesting British novelists writing today, the paradoxical nature of a 'vertiginous' freedom that produces little but 'profound loneliness' (Childs & Green, 2011: 27) has usually been remarked upon only in order to facilitate an analysis of other aspects of his writing. For instance, Jonathan Boulter (2015: 27) cites this passage in full but is less interested in the very carceral form of freedom enjoyed by the noncorpum than in the latter's state of permanent wakefulness. 7 Brown locates Kant's cosmopolitanism in 'the concept of public right,' which 'is an egalitarian principle of formal jurisprudence, since it affirms the equal restriction of everyone's external freedom in order to promote a mutually consistent level of equal freedom between individuals' (2009: 37).
The teleological elements of this position derive from the metaphysical grounding for Kant's ethics, but they are also visible in Kant's 'vision of history,' wherein 'nature mechanically compels humanity towards a universal purpose' (38). 8 Paul Ferguson (2015: 147) provides a useful summary of critical engagements with the representation of predation in Mitchell's work, ultimately suggesting that 'whilst the metaphors of consumption and predacity do indeed fit the bill, analogous metaphors of parasitism and, further, cannibalism extend the scope of the imagery'.
after the reader has read the first half of each narrative, changed gear and begun to retreat through Cloud Atlas's palistrophic structure in reverse historical order, Robert
Frobisher records a conversation with a friend, Morty Dhont, in which he is told:
Another war is always coming, Robert. They are never properly extinguished.
What sparks wars? The will to power, the backbone of human nature … Listen to this and remember it. The nation state is merely human nature inflated to monstrous proportions. QED, nations are entities whose laws are written by violence. Thus it ever was, so ever shall it be. War, Robert, is one of humanity's two eternal companions. (Mitchell, 2004: 462) Any reader of Cloud Atlas learns to be suspicious of characters who seek to naturalise
violence. Yet this passage also represents a moment where Mitchell weaves his readers into the temporal trap that I discussed at the beginning of this essay: as pessimistic as his attitude might be, it is difficult not to credit Monty's interbellum comments with some foresight, given our knowledge that another world war is in the process of developing. Indeed, it is notable that 'Letters from Zedelghem' ends with the most world is a world of tears, and the burdens of mortality touch the heart' (Virgil, 2010: lines 461-62). 10 The slippage between tyranny and unfreedom here is not accidental: for republican theorists of a protagonist who is unfree, and each is marked by a moment in which, as Jameson (2013: 311) writes, 'freedom and emancipation are conjoined'. Before Ewing commits himself to the abolition of the slave trade, and thus the emancipation of others, he is himself freed by 'Autua, the last free Moriori in this world' (Mitchell, 2004: 525) . Less cheerfully, Frobisher cannot identify a route out of his creative indenture other than committing suicide, but this act is nonetheless characterised in the novel as a form of liberation, something that 'lets [him] go' (490). In the meantime, he expends all his efforts in the composition of a piece of music that functions as a metaphor for the ways in which aesthetic acts are both expressions of and spurs to freedom.
Luisa Rey is directly inspired by Frobisher's composition: having become embroiled in an industrial intrigue concerning an unsafe nuclear power plant, she is first pressured into accepting job security at the cost of journalistic integrity and then, having refused to capitulate to this selfish imperative, offered an opportunity to become a 'free woman' (438) The story of Timothy Cavendish is saturated with the language of liberation, even if Mitchell undercuts the latter by setting the narrative in a geriatric care home and deploying a farcical tone throughout that is bathetically at odds with the story of Sonmi~451 which follows. Yet, as ridiculous as Cavendish may be, we are-just like Sonmi~451, who asks to watch the cinematic adaptation of Cavendish's memoir before she is executed by the capitalist superstate against which she has revoltedultimately invited to celebrate his attempts to 'free [him]self' (369), escape his care home and become a 'free man' (178). Indeed, it is in his caustic, pompous voice freedom such as John Pocock, Quentin Skinner and Philip Pettit, unfreedom is not something that arises because of impediments to free intercourse between individuals but rather as a consequence of the arbitrary control of one party over another, and of the state over those whom it governs. A ruling order that wields arbitrary power over a population is a tyranny, and those who live under tyranny are necessarily unfree. For more, see Pettit (2001) .
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that Cloud Atlas announces its keenest lesson: that only those who have experienced carceral conditions are able to appreciate the potential manifested in a moment of liberation. As Cavendish puts it: '"Freedom!" is the fatuous jingle of our civilization, but only those deprived of it have the barest inkling re: what the stuff actually is' (372).
Given this deep fear over the institutionalisation of unfreedom, it should not be a surprise that Mitchell's work evidences an awareness of political formations such as neoliberalism in which freedom is positioned as central but which seem, nonetheless, to produce unfreedom.
11 Here, the story of Sonmi~451 is the most relevant but also ostensibly the bleakest, since it is clear by the end of the narrative that its protagonist will be put to death. See the introduction to the current special collection for a detailed discussion of this dynamic.
12 Throughout this article I quote from the UK edition of Cloud Atlas, in which the sections of 'An
Orison of Sonmi~451' are noticeably different from the US edition that provided the basis for the film adaptation (Tykwer, Wachowski & Wachowski, 2012) (Mitchell, 2004: 194) . The novel does not characterise this activity as vanity: it is investment for a return, a manifestation of the particular care of the self represented by Catherine Hakim's concept of ' erotic capital'.
14 Thus, in Nea So Copros, exchange begins to look like an idol: when Sonmi~451 feels as though she has committed a disciplinary infraction, she 'genuflect[s] to 13 As Evan Calder Williams (2011: 18) writes, '[I]n cyberpunk, neoliberalism … saw a distorted image of itself'. It is peculiar how long this image has persisting in popular culture, given that the rapid pace of technological change over the final decades of the twentieth century led to its early superannuation; however, as Graham J. Murphy and Sherryl Vint point out, ' one of the reasons cyberpunk seems both so dated and yet paradoxically so relevant is that the ideological assumptions of neoliberalism have become as ubiquitous as information technology' (Murphy and Vint, 2010: xvii) . 14 Hakim (2010: 501) proposes this term as a fourth addition to Pierre Bourdieu's three forms of capital (economic, cultural and social), defining it as ' a combination of aesthetic, visual, physical, social and sexual attractiveness to other members of … society' that can be subject to exchange in a marketplace.
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the dollar' (Mitchell, 2004: 196) . Meanwhile, art has become little more than a reproducible commodity: Boardman Mephi, who installs Sonmi~451 on a university campus called Taemosan ostensibly so she can assist with research into consciousness, boasts that the Rothko canvasses that adorn the replicant's room are '[m]oleculefor-molecule copies of the originals' (227). Mitchell suggests that Boardman Mephi has ulterior motives for sequestering Sonmi~451 at the campus, however, and the latter suspects that he is part of a conspiracy on the part of 'Unanimity', the ruling regime, to stage a replicant uprising in order to exploit fear as a means of keeping the population in check. Institutions of cultural governance such as higher education The life process itself has been made subject to managerialisation to a terrifying extent: supporting the privileged caste of consumers is an army of fabricants just like Sonmi~451, but the abuse, exploitation and vilification of this labour resource belies its status as a valuable commodity whose every biological process must be surveilled in order to protect its owner's investment. Meanwhile, a lumpenproletariat of human labourers subsists in what the archivist describes as 'untermensch slum[s]' (Mitchell, 2004: 331) within Nea So Copros, bolstered by 'Production Zones [in] Africa and Indonesia' whose purpose is to 'supply Consumer Zones' demands' in a clear comment on the uneven nature of globalisation at the end of the twentieth century (341). These zones are 'sixty percent uninhabitable' (341) and subject to ecological catastrophes that are produced by the insatiable consumer demand they exist to service. In this respect they approximate a combination of the morbid geographies of what Achille Mbembe (2003) terms 'necropolitics' and what Rob Nixon (2009: 444) describes as the 'slow violence' of the ' contemporary neoliberal order'.
Altogether, then, while the archivist who interviews Sonmi~451 claims that 'Nea So Copros law is based on equitable commerce' (Mitchell, 2004: 36) , the experience of his interviewee confirms that it is in fact a neoliberal nightmare. But while the nightmare ultimately sees the protagonist of 'An Orison of Sonmi~451' being sent to her death, this constituent narrative of Cloud Atlas seems at first glance to undercut the fatalism that characterises Frobisher's comments at the end of 'Letters from Zedelghem'. In contrast to Monty Dhont's pessimistic ruminations on the warlike nature of the human animal, violence in Nea So Copros is characterised as institutional, artificial and thus subject to political contestation. Key passages from the beginning of the narrative read so like Marx's (1999) discussion of the working day in Capital as to register as a conscious homage. When asked to describe her 'schedule' as a server (Mitchell, 2004: 188) , Sonmi~451 sketches out something similar in principle to a worker in a Victorian mill town, commencing with worship ('Matins', 'the six Catechisms' and a 'Sermon' [188]) followed by nineteen hours' intensive labour and a mere four hours' sleep. When her interviewer asks whether she was entitled to any time to herself, she responds: '"Rests" constitute time-theft, Archivist!' (188). The clock is thus represented as a battleground and the war is fought in temporal terms:
for the fabricants, much as for the millworkers in Capital, 'the working-day contains the full 24 hours, with the deduction of the few hours of repose' and during that day '[i]f the labourer consumes his disposable time for himself, he robs the capitalist' (Marx, 1999: 162, 149) . It should thus be unsurprising that, when Sonmi~451 first joins her fellow fabricant Yoona~939 in rebelling against the regime, it is a temporal prohibition that they break: 'When I woke it was not to brash yellow-up lites, but to Yoona, shaking me in the pale light of the curfew lamp … "It's curfew," I told her. "I'm afraid." "Don't be," [she replied]. Follow me"' (Mitchell, 2004: 195) . At the end of her story, Sonmi~451 reveals her suspicion that her escape, education and ordeal at the abattoir in fact constitute a script put together by Unanimity to produce a show trial and foment anxiety in the Nea So Copros population so that the latter can be governed more effectively. Mitchell never confirms that this is the case, but it is a gloomy Foucauldian account of the relationship between power and resistance that is far from being out of place in Cloud Atlas. What we are offered by way of consolation is the promise of freedom embodied in the protagonist's 'manifesto' of alternative 'Catechisms' (363, 364), the subversion of this last term representing an additional comment on the impossibility of an opposition emerging from anywhere other than the disciplinary apparatus of the existing hegemonic order. Shaw (2015: 113) argues that Cloud Atlas identifies an answer to the 'neoliberal corprocracy' that plays host to Sonmi~451's living nightmare in the fabricant's 'treatise on freedom', which 'suggests the role that cultural texts can play in promoting cosmopolitan ethics'. Yet, like the comments that conclude Ewing's 'Pacific Journal'-and Cloud Atlas as a whole-it is unclear whether this treatise ramifies within the world of the novel. After all, it is the recording of Sonmi~451's interview and not her treatise on freedom that appears to have survived the apocalypse in 'Sloosha's Crossin' an' Ev'rythin' After'. Of course, the interview itself qualifies as a cultural text, but if it is this-and not the treatise-that is taken to do the work of transmitting cosmopolitan ethics to future generations, then the impasse I described at the beginning of this essay is that much more acute: in order for cosmopolitan ethics to survive, it appears that radical calls for freedom must be forgotten.
Unfreedom after Neoliberalism
Perhaps this would be fine, except that Cloud Atlas is simultaneously more sceptical than has been acknowledged about the capacity of cosmopolitan ethics to effect the kind of historical change around which teleological understandings of freedom tend to be organised. If the novel evidences doubts regarding its own emancipatory imaginary, then it is also true that it demonstrates misgivings regarding the limitations of its cosmopolitan imaginary as well. I do not mean that we should avoid reading [T]he 'subject question' … centers primarily on the subject's very formation and on the external and internal forces that hinder its freedom … What defines [it] is not a certain theory of the subject (autonomous, dependent, or interdependent) but the fact that the subject (be it a philosophical, linguistic, or psychoanalytic category) is the nodal point around which every political question of freedom gets posed. (Zerilli 2005: 10) 18 The conceptual framework that allows Schoene to formalise the mechanics of this genre rely to a great degree on the thought of Jean-Luc Nancy and ultimately to the latter's concept of comparution, a term derived from Scots law that is translated by Tracey B. Strong as ' compearance' and refers to appearing at court having been summoned (Nancy, 1992: 371 Although post-Foucauldian critical theory has sought to challenge the privileged category of the human and to shed light on the ways in which it is constituted by the exclusion of an entire range of subject positions, it has also, according to Zerilli (2005: 12) , failed to move beyond the subject question at the heart of liberalism itself and thus produced a theoretical bind in which 'the paradox of subject formation is installed as a vicious circle of agency at the heart of politics'. Drawing on the political theory of Hannah Arendt, Zerilli challenges the humanism at the heart of the subject question, which she considers to stand in diametric opposition to the 'world question'. Whereas 'the (ethical) idea of freedom' given to us by the subject question risks ' displac[ing…] political freedom as a relation to the world and to others' (15), the world question emphasises 'the ongoing constitution of the world as a public space,
[which…] marks the way in which subjects as members of political communities, as citizens, stand to one another' (19).
Cloud Atlas has been identified as 'signif[ying] a shift towards a revised version
of humanism as it is being played out through the spatially-and temporally-disjunct coordinates of unevenly expanding globalization, with its emerging cosmopolitan identities' (Edwards, 2011: 179) . But read in light of Zerilli's opposition to the way in which post-Foucauldian critical theory has served to perpetuate the subject question, the kind of ethical humanism that has been attributed to Cloud Atlas could be described as a kind of cosmopolitan worldlessness. Worse, it might even be judged to be complicit-however unwittingly-with those logics of depoliticisation that have been identified as typical of neoliberal governmentality by figures such as William Davies (2017: 6) what it offers us is an illustration of the need to engage in a revision of any subjectcentred or intersubjectively conceived cosmopolitanism into a world-centred one.
Recognising the ways in which Cloud Atlas ultimately fails to imagine the world as public finally alerts us to the need for a cosmopolitanism whose concept of world is organised around freedom-as-action.
Were it not the case that the setting of 'Sloosha's Crossin' an' Ev'rythin' After' is made to resemble what one critic (Childs, 2015: 188) Athens-where political freedom was born of inequality-in Ionia 'freedom gave rise to equality'.
Rather than being bound to the polis in a way that invited them to equate it with their freedom, in Ionia any 'landless person could simply migrate to a new city, instead of working on someone else's Beaumont: Cosmopolitanism without a World? David Mitchell's Cloud Atlas 24 described in any meaningful way as being free, it is in this sense of the term, and the tragedy of their situation is that they are being deprived of that freedom by another tribe-the Kona-that embodies the most appalling kind of inequality in being built upon the institution of slavery. As Zachry tells us:
From each o' the Nine Folded Valleys black cobras o' smoke was risin' an' ev'ry carrion winger'n' legger on Big I was crawkin'n'feastin' in our Valleys that mornin' I reck'ned. Up in the pastures we finded goats scattered, some o' mine, some from Kaima, but we din't see not one goatherd, nay. I milked some an' we drank the last free Valleysman's goatmilk. (Mitchell, 2004: 313) Predation again represents the means by which unfreedom exerts a grip on the world, but while the other sections of Cloud Atlas contain moments in which liberation occurs or is at least anticipated, 'Sloosha's Crossin' an' Ev'rythin' After' represents a terminal society whose fragile freedom, long under threat, is now in the process of being destroyed by those who would dominate rather than enter into a convivial relationship with other human beings. Unlike Sonmi~451, who seems adamanteven if Mitchell is not-that history will see the realisation of the freedom she craves, the narration in this passage is above all else mournful. What limited freedom the Valleysmen enjoy is in the process of being lost and Mitchell is lamenting how easily the closely associated virtues of freedom and equality that characterise isonomy can be destroyed.
Yet it is curious that the form of freedom the Kona are destined to destroy in 'Sloosha's Crossin' an' Ev'rythin' After' is the one form that appears amenable to the kind of cosmopolitan ethics that Mitchell wants to endorse: a non-teleological ethics organised around radical equality and anonymous adjacency tempered by mutual recognition. Mitchell appears once more to limit his own cosmopoetic imaginary, but this time he does so not by representing freedom and cosmopolitanism as mutually land' (n. pag.). Freedom was thus manifested above all in freedom of movement, not freedom as a form of participation in the public life of the polis. It should be pointed out here that Karatani's book-length discussion of isonomy grows directly out of a critique of Arendt that he advances in The Structure of World History (2014). Zachry's tribe and the Kona but the more ambivalent form of being-in-common that emerges-or rather, does not fully emerge-between Zachry and Meronym. On one level, this relationship allegorises the historical relationship between colonial Europeans and the peoples they colonised, displaced, enslaved, Christianised, emancipated and are now, very often, subjecting to global neoliberal governance.
In fact, as Zachry tells us in retrospect, this was his anxiety as he 'watched Meronym wormy her way 'round all the Valleys', meetin' folk 'n'learnin' how we lived, what we owned, how many of us could fight, an' mappin' passes into the Valleys' (Mitchell, 2004: 269) . Throughout 'Sloosha's Crossin' an' Ev'rythin' After' his fear is that Meronym is 'sussin' our lands! Sussin' our ways! Sussin' us!' (275, italics in original) in a way that will enable her far more technologically advanced civilization to do exactly what readers of Cloud Atlas know Europeans to have done in the parts of the world that were made subject to colonisation. In other words, he intuits that Meronym's anthropological project functions as a Trojan Horse for imperialist domination. It is by these means that Mitchell prevents a simplistic isonomic primitivism from emerging as a solution to the challenges presented by global society in the twentyfirst century.
Zachry's fear, though ultimately revealed to be untrue in the case of Meronym and the Prescients, is reasonable: there has long existed an acknowledgement of the close relationship between imperialism and the development of anthropology even within that discipline (Gough, 1968) . More relevant to the concerns of this article, however, is how Mitchell represents the collapse of what Pedro Erber describes as the ' allochronism' of the anthropological gaze in a way that thrusts the problem of contemporaneity into the foreground and attaches a political imperative to the development of an understanding of the world that is capable of grasping the new ways in which people share time and space. Meronym is under strict instructions to observe but not interfere with the community she is studying, since her civilisation considers the Valleysmen to exist in a simple but decent state that should not be disturbed by modernity. Hence, at the outset of the narrative Meronym is presented as existing in a kind of future state. In one sense this is quite literal, since she has reached an age (50 years) that the Valleysmen find difficult to believe possible, especially in light of the fact that she looks so healthy (Mitchell, 2004: 264) (Erber, 2013: 30) , her work is nonetheless made possible through ' a temporal displacement … to the time of scientific writing, which secures the distance between self and other, between subject and object of knowledge ' (31) . But while at first she seeks to maintain this distance, she ends up assisting Zachry by giving him the antivenin that saves his sister's life when the latter is stung by a scorpion fish. Initially Meronym objects that '[t] he life o' your tribe's got a nat'ral order', but she relents when Zachry objects, 'I reck'n jus' by bein' here you're bustin' this nat'ral order' (Mitchell, 2004: 280, italics anthropology as the study of man in his cultural diversity. (Erber, 2013: 36) 21 For anthropology, 'the challenge of contemporaneity is thus posed at the level of its very identity as science' (36), since it threatens to collapse the allochronism that facilitates the anthropologist's scientific claims regarding anthropos. Simultaneously, however, Erber argues that ' our own historical time … has become so inextricable from the increasing contemporization of difference' that the notion of humanitas is all but impossible to maintain (43). In its representation of the collapsing distinction between the subject and object of knowledge, Cloud Atlas captures the implications of Erber's comments regarding the limitations of anthropology. And, in representing characters that are 'uniquely unprecedented and inimitable in their individual and cultural difference' (Schoene, 2009: 98) , it simultaneously displaces any unifying and universalising logic that might grant the subject of humanitas a teleological aspect.
Yet it is notable that, while Erber (2013: 44) argues that '[t]he theoretical and political task' is to 'think through the … modern dichotomies between humanitas and anthropos', at the end of 'Sloosha's Crossin' an' Ev'rythin' After' Mitchell raises the possibility of this task being undertaken only then to marginalise it. Zachry tells us that Meronym 'had a choice to settle' with him on Big I (Mitchell, 2004: 323) ; indeed, good enough reason for her doing so is offered when we are told that her husband has been dead for a long time (264) and it is implied that her son Anafi has died alongside many others in a plague that has wracked her home city while she has been in Hawaii (310). Yet Meronym does not stay. Instead, she abandons Zachry to the 'nat'ral order' of his tribal existence even though he has lost any sense of the world that he previously inhabited. As he is rowed away from Big I towards a life with We do not know where we are, nor do we really know who is speaking: in a novel that is full of cartoonish characters, Zachry's child receives barely any characterisation whatsoever. If this is recognition, it is minimal in the extreme, but it nonetheless represents an essential tenet of ethical humanism: an invitation to '[s]it down a beat or two' (Mitchell, 2004: 325) , to listen and to bear witness. The humanity of humanitas has been excised from the novel and, while the humanity of humanism survives, it is a humanism without a world.
Freedom after Neoliberalism
For Arendt (1970: 17) , the concept of humanity as a form of irreducible human fraternity is profoundly important, because 'it makes insult and injury endurable'; however, she also asserts that 'in political terms it is absolutely irrelevant'. Indeed, she identifies this form of humanity as something belonging to 'pariah peoples':
Humanity in the form of fraternity invariably appears historically among persecuted peoples and enslaved groups … This kind of humanity is the great privilege of pariah peoples […but it is] dearly bought; it is often accompanied by so radical a loss of the world … that in extreme cases, in which pariahdom has persisted for centuries, we can speak of real worldlessness. And worldlessness is always a form of barbarism. (1970: 13) Arendt argues that political life entails a relationship beyond humanity; a recognition that we inhabit the world as a plurality of humans and not as a singular abstraction; that, in her words, 'men, not Man, live on the earth and inhabit the world ' (1958: 7-8) . As Zerilli (2005: 19, italics added) suggests, a 'political rather than ontological relation based on the ongoing constitution of the world as a public space' necessitates a manoeuvre beyond our irreducible oneness, towards the kind of 'plurality [which] marks the way in which subjects as members of political communities, as citizens, stand to one another'. For Arendt, the kind of compassionate openness around which ethical humanism is constructed cannot bring such a situation to pass because, like fear, it is a 'purely passive' state which 'make[s] action impossible' (Arendt, 1970: 15) .
Without action there can be no freedom, and without freedom there can be no world in the Arendtian sense of the term.
Cloud Atlas's preoccupation with predation speaks to the elemental vulnerability that is at the centre of much cosmopolitan thinking in post-Foucauldian critical theory. Ultimately, however, in being organised around the singularity of human experience, it suggests that a non-teleological ethics cannot compensate for the animating concept of the political: namely, the kind of pluralism that necessitates agonistic dissensus and thus specifically political relations among citizens who encounter one another in a public sphere. It is thus worth noting that, while public life is everywhere marginalised in Cloud Atlas, this is nowhere more the case than in 'Sloosha's Crossin' an' Ev'rythin' After'. Indeed, the absence of public life is captured right from the outset of this narrative by upending the conventional novelistic means of distinguishing between private acts of ratiocination and public acts of speech.
Direct discourse for much of this section of Cloud Atlas is communicated using italics, a typographic convention that is sometimes deployed to report private thoughts in novels that do not make use of free indirect discourse. Initially, this produces some confusion as Mitchell's readers-who are already being asked to train their ear to the protagonist's peculiar diction, idiomatic expressions and phonetically transcribed narration-attempt to distinguish direct discourse from internal monologue.
It is thus easy to miss the important detail that this confusion is not just ours but Zachry's too, and explicitly identified by Mitchell as a pathological manifestation of Zachry's guilt at being the author of violence that he did not intend but proved incapable of avoiding because of his inaction. At the outset of his narrative, Zachry recalls how, when he was nine years old, the Kona murdered his father and enslaved his brother as the three of them were travelling through the titular Sloosha's Crossing.
As he relieves himself in isolation from his family, he is taunted by an internal voice which, throughout the narrative, is anthropomorphised as Old George, an animistic entity that is simultaneously god, devil, judge and tempter:
Oh, a darky spot you're in, boy, murmed the mufflin' ferny.
'Name y'self!' shouted I, tho' not so loud. 'I got my blade, I have!' Right 'bove my head some'un whisped, Name y'self, boy, is it Zachry the Brave or Zachry the Cowardy? Up I looked an' sure 'nuff there was Old George crossleggin' on a rottin' ironwood tree, a slywise grinnin' in his hungry eyes.
'I ain't 'fraid o' you!' I telled him. (Mitchell, 2004: 249, italics in original) Returning to his companions, Zachry disturbs a band of Kona, panics and leads them to his father and brother, who attempt to defend themselves. But instead of assisting them, Zachry 'stayed at the lip o' the clearin' because 'fear was pissin' in my blood an' I cudn't go on' (250).
Up to this point in the narrative, speech marks are used to frame direct discourse.
But as he represents Zachry's misleading account of the events to the rest of the tribe, Mitchell first switches to reported speech and thereafter uses italics-hitherto the means of representing Zachry's anthropomorphised inner voice-to frame direct discourse. The effect of this formal device is to privatise speech over the course of the rest of the narrative and, since this section of the novel is narrated autodiegetically, render all instances of public communication throughout 'Sloosha's Crossin' an' Ev'rythin' After' as a form of internal monologue. In its very form, then, this section of the novel organises itself not around a coherent understanding of what Arendt (1973: 296) describes as ' a place in the world that makes opinions significant and actions effective'-which is to say, a political understanding of the world-but rather around the question of subjectivity. Indeed, in many ways Zachry functions as a neat allegory of a 'problem of freedom' that Arendt (2006: 163) identifies as having emerged 'when freedom was no longer experienced in acting and in associating with others but in willing and in the intercourse with one's self'.
The halting progression of Cloud Atlas towards an account of the public and the political that is never quite realised provides an important-and useful-corrective to cosmopolitan thinking with respect to its capacity to challenge neoliberalism. In the course of offering this corrective, it also reveals a continuity between, on the one hand, the cosmopolitanism of vulnerability that leads back through current thinkers Crucified! Naïve, dreaming Adam. (Mitchell, 2004: 529, italics in original) It is the imagined comments of Ewing's father-in-law that betray the agonistic consequences of Ewing's position. Outwardly, however, Ewing himself appears to be satisfied that his ethical commitment will be consequential without needing to take account of the fact that it requires that he identify himself as an adversary of a range of people who disagree with him. Indeed, his staging of the 22 Mouffe-a democratic socialist-turns to the Nazi jurist Carl Schmitt in order refine her understanding of specifically political relations, under which people 'face each other as … interested … persons, as citizens, governors or governed, politically allied or opponents' (Schmitt in Mouffe, 1999: 41) .
disagreement with his father-in-law as a civilised debate says a great deal about his own unwillingness to identify those who do not share his position as not merely misguided contributors to a reasonable discussion but political enemies who must, rhetorically speaking, be defeated. His closing comment-'what is any ocean but a multitude of drops?' (Mitchell, 2004: 529 As one critic (McMorran, 2011: 172) has suggested, 'Cloud Atlas offers the ultimate philosophical litmus test for its readers, a means of separating the optimists from the pessimists'. It is not clear to me that, examined with reference to its two main preoccupations-the relationship between unfreedom and predation on the one hand and, on the other, the articulation of a cosmopolitan, non-teleological ethicsthere are grounds for interpreting the novel optimistically. My aim throughout this essay has not been to suggest that cosmopolitan ethics is unwelcome, or that the ethical turn is unhelpful. Nor has it been to challenge in a fundamental way Schoene's more specific formulation of the cosmopolitan novel. Shaw (2017: 57) argues that Cloud Atlas ' appraises and evaluates forms of inclusive community which
are not yet achievable or articulable in the contemporary moment', a reading of the text with which I concur. But whereas both Schoene and Shaw treat Mitchell's equivocations as characteristically-and optimistically-cosmopoetic, I think that those equivocations issue a somewhat knottier challenge to cosmopolitan thought which demands that it escape the trap of the 'subject question'. What I have sought to argue here is that Mitchell's novel expects cosmopolitan ethics to perform work that, more properly speaking, can only be performed by a world-orientated and specifically political understanding of freedom-as-action. As Arendt pointed out long ago, 'for the first time in history all peoples on earth have a common present:
no event of any importance in the history of one country can remain a marginal accident in the history of any other' (Arendt, 1970: 83) . However, she also argues that we are in dire need of ' a freedom which is not an attribute of the will but an accessory of doing and acting' (Arendt, 1961: 165) . In its imagination of planetary conviviality, Cloud Atlas deserves to be recognised as a cosmopolitan novel, even if it is a rather tortured example of the genre. However, because of this, Mitchell's novel also functions as an instructive example of the ways in which the most earnest ethical commitment can be hamstrung by a cosmopoetic imaginary that finds the imagination of freedom-as-action impossible.
